CHAP. VIII.]            INDIAN ASCETICISM,                     139
Shree Krishna tells Arjuna :—
st Among thousands of men scarce one striveth for perfection ; of
the successful strivers scarce one knoweth. Me in essence '\1
Nor is one life enough for the purpose. As Suso, the German Mystic,
puts it:—
tf< Be sure thou wilt have to endure many deaths "before thou canst
put thy nature under the yoke."
But ultimate success is assured to us as being within, our reach.
The religious and, ethical truths which are of immediate practical
value to man belong to the lower plane—the plane of the One and
Many—the sphere of Eelativity, as I have elsewhere often termed
it, and here all is activity and no Quietism.
But one must not forget that the activities implied in this sphere
if well directed with. the ideals of advaita and. abheda always present
to the mind, prepare the way for a higher and holier life. Our lower
civilisation is but a preparation for the higher.
These ideals of advaita and dbheda are as useful to social and, political
progress as they are to the progress of the individual. The ideas of
' dying to live ' and of (living a larger2 and larger self ? are sufficiently
suggestive of higher and nobler aspirations.
As stated by Rev. Charles Kingsley in connection with European
Mysticism, I might, with equal truth., assert that the great spiritual
laws, upon which, the Veddnta has founded its practical Ethics,
( hold just as good. in the fannly, in the market, in. the senate, in
the study, aye, in the battlefield itself ; and teach, (man) the way to
lead, in whatever station of life he may be placed., a truly manlike,
because a truly Godlike life.'
The teachings of the Veddnta are as practical3 as they are specu-
lative. There is a vast amount of sacred literature intended to convey
1 Bhag. Oit. VII, 3.                    most exalted station as well as in the
2 Gf. Ibid. VI 30-31.                  humblest position. .... [After refor-
u     '   '     '                  ring to what he considers the adequacy
^ Of. a Christian writer's testimony   and efficiency of the Christian faith,
in this behalf contained in an article   he proceeds to say] yet these reflections
appearing in ' East and West,' for 1906,   cannot blind us to the moral excellence
pp. 774-775: "Ved^nta seems to us a   and religious truth of Vedanta, and
practical creed, which, if taken in earnest,   we sympathise with the Hindu people
cannot but enrich and ennoble life, in the   who look -upon all missionary efforts

